
 

Literacy 
Goldilocks and the three bears  

This topic will include the children 

writing letters/retellings, stories from 

another point of view, list of rules and 

character descriptions. 

 

Read write inc- 

Recapping on phonics with plenty of 

emphasis on reading and incorporating 

writing. 

Science 
Uses of Everyday Materials 

Identifying uses 

Identifying materials in the local environment 

Comparing suitability 

Changing Shape 

Recycling 

Discovering new materials 

 

Numeracy 
Place Value 

Addition and Subtraction 

Some objectives from year 1 will 

be revisited for each of these 

topics. 

Music 
How does music help us make friends? 

This Unit of Work celebrates a wide 

range of musical styles. The clearly 

sequenced lessons support the key areas 

of the English Model Music Curriculum; 

Listening, Singing, Playing Composing and 

Performing.  
 

Real P.E.-balancing skills which will 

include: 
Static Balance: On both legs: 

1. Stand still for 30 seconds.  

2. Complete 5 mini-squats.  

Co-ordination: Footwork 

1. Combine side-steps with 180° front pivots 

off either foot. 

2. Combine side-steps with 180° reverse 

pivots off either foot. 

3. Skip with knee and opposite elbow at 90° 

angle. 

4. Hopscotch forwards and backwards, 

hopping on the same leg (right and left). 

P.H.S.E 
Get Heartsmart-children will learn 

how to make informed choices to 

promote their physical and emotional 

health. They will recognise that their 

behaviour can affect other people. 

Art/D.T. 
Painting-responding to the work of 

both Wassily Kandinsky and Anthony 

Frost by colour mixing and a variety 

of painting techniques. 

 
 

History 
Exploring the lives of Florence 

Nightingale, Mary Seacole and Edith 

Cavell and how they contributed to 

national and international achievements 

in the context of finding out how they 

improved nursing. 
 

 

Preparing for Turtle Logo 
Moving forward and making turns 

Half and Quarter turns 

Right 90 and left 90 

Completing Algorithms 

Command Abbreviations 

Creating, testing and debugging an 

algorithm 

Religious Education 
What are our special books and why are 

they special?  

The Bible: content, layout, stories and 

variety.  

Mary Jones and her Bible. 

 

 

 

Topic Web 

Year 2, Autumn 1 
 

 
 

 


